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DVD Cutter is a tool for creating DVD from VOB files. Accelerates converting large VOB files to DVD. Set the start and end points, and perform conversion. Generates a dvd with specified folder. Cons Linux Software: Free Download: As good as the alternative apps, DVD Cutter for Linux has the added benefit of running under a Unix environment, which means it is more
compatible with the OS. Using one of its packages, it can convert VOB files into DVD format and extract the desired segments in no time. The application runs with the GNU standard and therefore supports many other utilities, as well as more advanced tools, such as Gstreamer. While some features, such as chapters menu and audio tracks, are not available, it is definitely the

most popular solution for converting VOB files. Compared to other applications, DVD Cutter does not require the use of a third-party package, which makes it easier to integrate and install. Its interface is intuitive and straightforward, which makes it easy to work with. One of the best things about the application is that it runs seamlessly with the WINE emulator, so you can use
it as a DVD player even if you do not have Windows on your computer. In addition to your preferred multimedia player, DVD Cutter for Linux, as usual, plays VOB files and can interact with VOBs in full screen mode, which makes it perfect for VOB editing. The tool can perform other tasks as well, such as playback of MP4, Quicktime, and Mpeg 4/3 files, and it supports all

the features of DVDX. The software has been tested on Kali Linux and Ubuntu, and its latest stable release can be found online. Moreover, one can use Docker to simplify the installation process for Linux, as well as creating virtual machines. DVD Cutter for Linux Pros: Allows you to convert VOB files into DVD format. Supports Linux. System requirements: Minimum
system requirements. OS: Linux >= 2.6. RAM: 2 GB HDD: 80 MB DVD Cutter for Linux Download: System: Mac OSX: System requirements: OS: Mac OSX 10.11 El Capitan RAM: 1 GB HDD: 80 MB Windows: Minimum system requirements: Operating system: Windows 7, 09e8f5149f
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The software comes equipped with all the tools you need to easily cut a video file. Once started, DVD Cutter automatically detects the video file on which you want to cut a section. The VOB format allows you to easily extract all possible parts of the video, and the software enables you to define both the start and the endpoints of the cut. When you are done, it allows you to
simply preview and save the extracted segment. The DVD Cutter software supports both windowed and full screen mode, and is very efficient when it comes to extracting long and short parts of the video. It works with many different formats, including AVI, MPG, MP4, VOB, AVI, MPEG, WMV, MOV, FLV, etc. Feature Key Functions: 1. Define The Start And Endpoints
Of The Cut: - Completely define the beginning and the endpoints of the part extracted by DVD Cutter. - Selects the part size. - Define the total length of the extracted part. - Define the proportion of the extracted segment. - Change the selected region of the player using the mouse. - The end of the current selection is displayed as the beginning of the next selection. - You can
drag the mouse within the video to select the region without using the mousewheel. - The default region is the current play position. - For playback, the default region is the current play position. 2. Preview: - Start in playback at the current position and automatically advance to the end of the extracted part. - You can preview the current selected region of the selected video. 3.
Save The Cut As A Separate VOB File: - Extracted part is saved as a separate VOB file. - The size and the frame rate of the extracted part is the same as the original. 4. Define The Format Of The VOB File: - Define the output format of the VOB file. - Supports output to standard formats including VOB, AVI, MOV, FLV, MKV, MP4, etc. - Supports batch conversion. -
Supports drag and drop to select output format. - Supports multiple formats. - Supports button for example, format EXF. - Includes: AVI, MOV, MP4, FLV, MKV, MPEG, RM, VOB, MOV, MKV, RM, etc. 5. Define The Width And Height

What's New In DVD Cutter?

DVD Video Editor is a unique, easy-to-use DVD authoring tool designed to help you create multimedia discs and VOB files from videos for a wide range of applications, including Internet broadcasting, video editing, and playing, including Blu-ray Video. DVD Video Editor is both a DVD author and DVD player. It can create DVD discs and VOB files directly from any file.
From a very easy to use user interface you can create DVD and VOB files by cutting, trimming, splitting, merging, cropping, and adding subtitles, chaptering, or autorotating menus. You can also convert VOB files to video files for playing on most modern video players. DVD Video Editor Features: Cut, trim, split, merge, crop, and rename files. Automatic scrolling to any
chapter, any part of a movie, or to any subtitle. Indexing and Subtitles. Subtitles and Voice over editing. Easy to use with icons and descriptions on each Menu item. The latest DVD has been encrypted by the latest version of the application. Apply a Watermark with or without text. User Friendly. Supports all Vista's latest features including Visual Style Manager. Can use as a
standalone player or as a recorder. Supports all the latest and very popular video formats including AVI, MPEG-4 Part 2, WMV, etc. Supports many popular hardware devices including WinDVD, Virtual DVDRW, and RCA Cameras. Supports almost all the newer version's of Windows. Includes many other extra's such as DVD Ripping, Video Optimization, Audio Tools,
Video Overlay, Text Editor, and Magic DVD Tools. Editing an encrypted file (DVD Creator). High Quality Transcoding with all kinds of video codecs. Supports the editing of all popular audio and video formats including MPEG-4 Part 2, H.264, WMV, AVI, MOV, VOB, SVCD, VCD, DVC, MP3, MP4, and more. Supports different video formats including MOV, MP4,
AVI, WMV, XVID, H.264, H.265, MKV, 3GP, and more. Supports audio formats including MP3, OGG, AC-3, AAC, WMA, FLAC, and many more. Supports many resolutions with 16:9, 4:3
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System Requirements For DVD Cutter:

General: OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8 Processor: 1 GHz Memory: 512 MB RAM Display: 1024x768 resolution DirectX: Version 9.0 Controls: WASD or Arrow Keys - Move Q - Zoom E - Zoom Levels Left Mouse Button - Pan Left Right Mouse Button - Pan Right R - Record a Video Z - Record a Still Image Cursor keys - Play Video/Still Image
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